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Although Yidden cried out “Ad Masai” yesterday, and the day before
that they also cried out “Ad Masai”, and on the days before that they
also cried “Ad Masai”, and nevertheless – Rachmono Litzlan – “the Beis
Hamikdosh was destroyed” this morning, or this afternoon. It is self
understood to what extent the crying of Ad Masai should now be. 

For as mentioned, it is not simply a saying, but a Halachic ruling of
Torah: “Whoever has not had the Beis Hamikdosh built during his
lifetime, is considered etc. [as if it was destroyed in his lifetime].”

Imagine therefore: A Yid is watching as the Beis Hamikdosh is being
destroyed. Even a hardhearted person, with a heart of stone, would
certainly have caused a great commotion – turned over worlds. Thus, the
Torah of Truth, and the Torah of Life teaches us a lesson in our lives:
Turn over worlds today!
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